Amazing Wedding Cakes (Series 2)
14 x 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Terra Cotta, Heart, Rose Panel
The CakeGirls in Chicago get an order from two of their biggest fans. Given total creative freedom,
Brenda takes a stab at designing this cake herself, and insists on having part of the cake
suspended in the air for full effect. Meanwhile, at Christopher Garren’s, Chris gets an order for a
Rose Panel cake. Chris pushes his staff to create an epic pastry that weighs over two hundred
and fifty pounds, complete with intricately painted panelling and rose detail work.

2. Turntable, Barcelona, Garden
The CakeGirls get a wedding cake order from a DJ who wants an exact replica of his turntable.
The girls take on the challenge and create a life-sized replica of his equipment, complete with
spinning records.

3. Super Hero, Art Deco, Coral
Christopher Garren’s Cakes is confronted with a couple’s desire for a coral reef engagement cake
complete with sea creatures. Chris and his team add sculpted figures of the engaged couple and a
treasure chest suspended rather precariously over the cake. What could go wrong?

4. Cigar-Roo, Beehive, Art Deco
Cake Alchemy is overjoyed when they are presented with a beehive design for an engagement
cake. Creating a beehive suspended from a branch tests Stephanie and Melanie's abilities. Will
their tree structure hold the 20lb beehive?

5. Origami, Humidor, Cherry Blossom
Marc at Merci Beaucoup Cakes is challenged to create an origami crane wedding cake, which
proves to be a real test of his artistic talent. Meanwhile, Cake Alchemy gets an order for a cigar
humidor cake. Lauri has made this type of cake before, but you know Lauri she wants to make it
better. So she assembles her team to take the cake to the next level.

6. Fantasy, Arboretum, Retro Fabric
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Merci Beaucoup Cakes receives a wedding cake order for an outside wedding so Marc ‘helps’ with
the design when he makes the bottom layer too big for the refrigerator. Now it’s up to Reva to
decorate a cake that has to be assembled on site – a dreaded situation for every cake decorator.

7. Silent Movie, City Girl, NYC Bridal Show
The Chicago CakeGirls get a bridal shower cake that plays right into their strengths. The bride-tobe wants a really girly-girl cake that’s fashion centric and Mary immediately thinks designer purses,
shoes and jewellery.

8. Lakers, Treasure Chest, Lace
Merci Beaucoup Cakes get an assignment to create a truly Los Angeles themed groom’s cake – it
must be all things Lakers. So this means it’s got to be big, basketball-y and purple and gold.

9. Peacock, Luggage, Bridal Show
Merci Beaucoup Cakes receives an order from one of their most loyal, and demanding customers
for her wedding cakes. The bride-to-be knows exactly what she wants – a wedding cake that
integrates a peacock theme into the design.

10. Castle, Concentric Circles, Tropical Flowers
The CakeGirls are met with the challenge of making a retro 1960s circle pattern for a wedding
cake look modern. Brenda suggests fondant, but Mary disagrees. So Mary creates a new way to
create the mod circle pattern and everything goes along smoothly. Until it's not.

11. Ascot, Grass, Calla Lily
The CakeGirls get an order for an anniversary cake that must incorporate blades of grass in its
design. Mary, being Mary, creates an incredible game plan that will utilize a special template. But
alas, not all goes according to plan, in fact very little does. So it’s back to the drawing board as the
delivery day draws near.

12. Persian, Luxury Car, Lace Embroidery
Lauri at Cake Alchemy is delighted when a couple wants her to create a 3D luxury cake for an
engagement party. Lauri and Stephanie begin the huge undertaking that includes many elements
and a very late night.

13. Corset, Chicago Themed, Russian
Christopher Garren’s crew has to create a wedding cake that matches the bride’s dress. The dress
has some beautiful pleating but will they be able to replicate the fabric in time for the delivery?
Meanwhile, the CakeGirls get an order for a Chicago themed wedding cake. Brenda is taking the
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lead on this one, so how is she going to make an elegant cake that incorporates the Chicago
skyline?

14. Renaissance, Quilted, Lavender
Marc and Reva get to create their dream wedding cake when they learn the cake to be delivered
to a Renaissance Faire. Having met at a similar event, Reva and Mike are huge Renaissance fans
and they revel in the challenge of creating a cake that captures the spirit of the medieval era.
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